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Abstract

In this paper, an affinity-based approach
that provides good similarity measures for
Web document clustering to discover user
access behavior on the World Wide Web
(WWW) is proposed. The proposed approach
generates the similarity measures for groups
of Web documents by considering the user
access patterns" Any clustering algorithm
using better similarity measures should yield
better clusters for discovering user access
behavior. By utilizing the discovered user
access behavior, for example, the companies
can previsely target their potential customers
and convince them to purchase their products
or services in electronic commerce. An experi-
ment on a real data set is conducted a.nd the
experimental result shows that the proposed
approach yields a better performance than the
Cosine coefficient and the Euclidean distance
method under the partitioning around medoid
(PAM) method.
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1 Introduction

Since its introduction in the early 1990s, the
World Wide Web (WWW) has become an im-
portant means of providing and accessing in-
formation around the world. More and more
information sources (for example, Web doc-
uments) have linked online through WWW,

*This research was supported in part by NSF CDA-
97tr582.

from personal data to scientific reports to up-
to-the-minute satellite images. For example, in
the context of electronic commerce, since many
companies provide their product related or any
usable information in the form of the Uni-
form Resource Locator (URL) pages on their
Web sites for the customer convenience, the
customer behavior can be captured by analvz-
ing the user navigation through the company's
Web site. For this purpose, Web usage mining,
a process of applying data mining techniques to
the discovery of usage patterns from Web data,
has recently emerged as an analltical tool for
management and decision-making [14].

One useful technique used in Web usage min-
ing is the clustering algorithm. Clustering al-
gorithms are used to create groups of similar
documents to improve the efrciency and effec-
tiveness of retrieval, or to determine the struc-
ture of the literature of the field [9]. For exam-
ple, in electronic commerce, the companies carr
previsely target their potential customers and
convince them to purchase their products or
services by utilizing the discovered user access
behavior from the Web document clustering re-
sults. According to some Web statistics sur-
veyed in [8], the mean size for Web documents
is l.l KB with a median size of 2 KB andhas a
maximum size of 1.6 MB. The life span of Web
documents is around 50 days. Due to these dy-
namic behaviors of the Web documents, clus-
tering based on only the static quantities, i.e.
terms or keywords, does not very well cap-
ture aII characteristics of the Web documents.
Hence, Web document clustering should incor-
porate some dynamic quantities such as the hy-
perlinks and the access patterns extracted from
the user queries during the clustering process.
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User access patterns can be extracted from the
server iog record [3, 7]. These usage patterns
capture the dynamic quantities of the Web doc-
uments since each user browses through the
Web site by following the hyperlinks provided
in each Web document. To meet such a de-
mand, we propose an affinity-based approach
to assist in Web document clustering in this
paper. The proposed approach uses an affinity-
based probabilistic model to generate the sim-
ilarity measures for the Web documents based
on the user access patterns. In our previous
work, the affinity-based probabiiistic model has
been applied to organize and manage multime-
dia databases [11, 12] and Web documents [13].
In [13], the clustering technique was applied
in the document or URL level. In this paper,
the proposed approach, however, applies the
clustering process for groups of URLs belong-
ing to one particular Web site. Consider the
URLs on a software company Web site, these
URLs can be categorized based on their high-
level concepts or categories, such as product-
related and customer service-related. Cluster-
ing analysis of the Web site might yield a result
such as the programming development URLs
are highly correlated to the software training
URLs. The results from the clustering anal-
ysis can help managing the Web documents
by reorganizing and customizing the company's
Web site. For example, to help the customer
navigating through the Web site, some hyper-
links of programming development URLs can
be added into the URLs of. software training,
and vice versa. Other appiications for the Web
document clustering include Web search engine

12, l5l, Web personalization [5] and adaptive
Web site [6].

An experiment using a real data set [1] is
conducted in this paper. In the experiment,
three similarity/dissimilarity measure matrices
obtained from truclidean distance, cosine co-
efficient, and the proposed approach are ap-
plied to the partitioning around medoid (PAM)
method. Any clustering algoriihm with a good
similarity measure approach should yield a low
number of inter-cluster accesses since most of
the related URL pages are grouped into the
same cluster. The experimental result shows
that the proposed approach performs better
than the Euclidean distance and the cosine co-

effi.cient approaches since it yields the lowest
number of inter-cluster accesses.

The paper is organized as follows. Next sec-
tion describes the proposed a,ffinity-based ap-
proach for similarity measures. In Section 3,
an experiment on a real data set is conducted
and the experimental result is presented. The
paper is concluded in Section 4.

2 Affinity-Based Approach for Similar-
ity Measures

The proposed approach uses an affinity-
based probabilistic model that consists of a
number of states (the URL groups) connected
by transitions. The structure of. the URLs
in each group is modeled by the sequence of
the states. The states a.re connected by di-
rected arcs (transitions) that contain proba-
bilistic and other data used to determine which
state should be selected next.

2.7 The Affinity-Based Probabilistic
Model

There are two probability distributions as-
sociated with each group the state transi-
tion probability distribution ("4) and the ini-
tial state probability distribution (II) in the
affi.nity-based probabilistic model. The train-
ing data set consists of the user access patterns
for the URLs in the groups in the Web site.
Based on the user access patterns, the relative
a,ffinity values for pairs of the member URLs in
one URL group axe calculated. The r,ariables to
calculate the relative affinity value a.re defined
as follows.

o G : {gr, gr, - - -, 9s} = aset of tlBLgroups
in the Web site

. ni : number of. URLs in each goup gi

. Q = {I,2,...,q} : a set of instances
(queries) in the training data set

o u,sen,k = usag€ pattern of. URL rn with
respect to query k per time period

_ | t if rn is accessed by kusem'k: 
t o otherwise

The relative affinity measures are used to in-
dicate how frequently two URLs are accessed
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together. Two URL groups whose member
URLs arc accessed together more frequently are
said to have a higher relative affinity relation-
ship. Then, the relative affinity measures a.re

used in the calculation of the entities of -,1.

. af f ̂ ,r: affinity measure of. URL m and
URL n

q

af f*,n = ) use^,p x \rsen,h (1)
k:r

. f *,n = the joint probability that refers to
the fraction of the relative affinity of rn and
n in g; with respect to the total relative
affinity for all the URLs in gi

t-Jm,n -
af f -,,

DmegtLneg;af f*,^

. f- : the marginal probabiiity

f^=\f*,. (3)

o am,n: the conditilnal probability

T

a^,n: r#! (4)
Jm

The conditional probability a*,n obtained
from Equation 4 is the (m,n)th entity of the
state transition probability distribution ,4. for
each URL group.

The initial probability of a state (an URL)
is the probability that the particular URL in a
URL gtottp can be the inltial state for an in-
coming query. For arry URL m e g;, the initial
state probability is defined as the fraction of
the number of occurrences of m with respect
to the total number of occurrences for all the
member URLs in 91 from the training data set.
The iniiia,l state probability is defined as fol-
lows.

lIt = {nr,^} :

Since the user access patterns of the URLsin
each URL group are available from the train-
ing data set, the preference of the initial states
(URLs) in each URL group can be obtained.
The ri,* value is the probability that a state
m in group g.i can be the initial state for an
incoming query.

2.2 Similarity Measures

A similarity value ,9(ga,gx) measures how
well two [/ft,L groups li and gy match the in-
stances (queries) in the test data set.

S(st,g): t P(X,Y;k,s)F(Nx), (6)
oh€.os

where

oly'6:kI+k2

t OS : a set of all the instance sets

t Oh : {or,.. -)oNe} : an instance set with
the URLs belonging to ga and 97 and gen-
erated by instance (query) k

t X : {rt,...,rml : a set of tlRls be-
Ionging to gi it Ok

o Y : {gr,.. .,ar"z} : a set of t/E-Ls belong-
ingto gi in Ok

t P(X,Y;%gi) : the joint probability of
Xeg,andYegi
P(X,Y; 96,9) : llo'-, Au(r, I ,,-r)
nr(rr) flJjrr +, Ai(v,-o, I u,-nr-) Tri(vr),
where A1 and fli are the state transi-
tion probability distribution and the ini-
tial state probability distribution for each
URL group gi, respectively.

. r'(N&) : 10N&.

r'(lfe) is an adjusting factor since the
number of the URLr in the instance set
O& accessed by query ,b is different.

3 An Experiment

An experiment is conducted to compare the
quality of the similarity measures generated
by the proposed approach with the similar-
ity/dissimilarity measures generated by the
Cosine coefficient and Euclidean distance ap-
proaches. A user browses through a Web site
by either directly entering the URL location
on the browser or by clicking on the hlperlinks
provided within ea,ch URL page. This user ac-
cess pattern can be obtained by extracting the
information from the server log record or a par-
ticular Web site. A clustering strategy with a

(2)

(5)
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good similarity matrix should be able to clus-

ter together the URL groups such that the re-
quested URL pages from a user access pattern
would fall into the same cluster as many as pos-

sible. Therefore, we use the number of inter-
cluster accesses as the performance metric to
compare the three similarity/dissimilarity ma-
trices.

In the experiment, the simiiar-
ity/dissimiia.rity matrices from the three
approaches are generated based on the train-
ing data set. Then, these matrices are used

to compare the the number of inter-cluster
accesses based on the test data set under the
partitioning around medoids (PAM) method.

3.1 Experimental Data Set

The experiment uses a real data set from Mi-
crosoft Web site (Microsoft Anonymous Web

Data). It is available from University of
California, Irvine's Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (UCI KDD) Archive [1]. The data
set was created by sampling and processing

the www.microsoft.com logs. The data records

the use of www.microsoft.com by approxi-
mately 38000 anonymous, randomly-selected
users. These instances are divided into one

training data set of 32711 instances and one

test data set of. 5000 instances. Each instance
represents an individual user who is identified
only by a sequential number or ID, for exam-
ple, User 14988, User 11989, etc. The data set

contains no personaily identifi able information.

There are a total of 294 URLs covered in the
data set. From these URLs, we construct the
attribute set of 39 items based on their con-

cepts and contents, e.g., the attribute country
is assigned for those l/Rtrs whose content are
written in non-English languages and the at-
tribute programming is assigned for the URLs
whose contents are related to the programming
languages. We then categorized these UBtrs
into 13 groups based on these predefined at-
tributes, e.g., URL group of Networking and

Seruer, URL grortp of Home, Education and
Entertainment, and URL group of. Seruice and
Support.

3.2 Similarity/Dissimilarity Measures

A variety of distance and similarity measures
a,re used in document clustering process. Some
well-known distance and similarity measures
include the Euclidean distance, Manhattan (or
city-block) distance, Dice coeffi.cient, Jacca,rd
coefficient, and Cosine coefficient [10]. For
comparison purpose, the proposed approach
and the Cosine coefficient for the similarity
measures, and the Euclidean distance repre-
senting the dissimilarity measures are used in
the experiments.

From the data set, we have -/3 groups of
URLs (g, ... ,gn) with each group contains
some number of. URLs. For the proposed ap-
proach, the state transition probability distri-
butions and the initial state probability distri-
butions are calculated using Equations 4 and 5.
After these probability distributions are avail-
able, one similarity value for each pair of groups
is generated. For Cosine coefficient and Eu-
clidean distance approaches, since we have a
set of 39 predefined attributes (ot, ... , o'ss),

therefore, each URL can be represented by a
binary vector of 39 dimensions. To represent a
binary vector for a URL group, the centroid
of the group caJr be calculated by averaging
the attribute values of alI URLs within the
group. Once the attribute vectors for all 13
[//i.L groups are calculated, the distances and
the similarity matrices can be constructed as

follows.

r The proposed approach - The similarity
matrix is constructed using Equation 6.

o Cosine coefficient approach - The simi-
IariLy matrix based in the cosine coeffi.-
cient can be constructed using the follow-
ing equation.

COSINE(ga,si):

Euclidean distance approach * The dissim-
ilaritv matrix based on the Euclidean dis-
tance can be constructed using the follow-
ing equation.

DISTANCE(%,sj) =
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related URL pages are grouped into the same [9]
cluster. The result shows that the proposed

approach yields a better performa,nce, i.e., a
lower number of inter-cluster accesses, than
the Euclidean distance and cosine coefficients.
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